ITONICS Portfolio: Your customizable solution for seizing opportunities before they arise

Empower global teams to seamlessly align strategic investment planning and execution, maintaining strategy-to-execution alignment, communication, and decision-making. Dynamically prioritize, balance, and plan your portfolio for maximum rewards.
Trusted by global innovation leaders
“Targeted innovation requires a “single point of truth”, a single source of information to guide people and to make it easy for them to find what’s going on in our organization. The ITONICS Innovation OS is such an environment, bringing together more than 500 Toyota members from our European manufacturing centers on one digital ecosystem.”

Andrew Willett,
Senior Expert, Toyota Motor Europe
Why ITONICS Portfolio

Streamline efforts to uncover areas of redundancy and waste.

ITONICS Portfolio streamlines processes, facilitating rapid identification of duplicate and redundant projects and programs. Through efficient portfolio analysis, gain insights into what requires focus and deprioritization for cost savings.

Centralize all activities in a unified system.

By consolidating data and insights, it establishes a cohesive workflow that not only expedites decision-making but also fosters enhanced collaboration, improved decision quality, and a balanced portfolio.

Average savings achieved by eliminating duplicate tasks €3,000,000

Achieve notable cost savings by systematically eradicating redundant tasks through our advanced tools.

Average ROI by adopting the #1 Innovation OS 5x

This measures the financial benefits gained compared to the costs of deploying and operating the ITONICS Innovation OS.
Key features

Enhance and expand Portfolio Management

- Organize
- Analyze
- Align
- Steer
- Report
Organize

Structured Information Management: Efficiently organize your project, program, and portfolio information and insights using best practice templates and workflows. Establish uniform processes to facilitate scalable initiatives.

Simplify Data Sorting: AI-driven tagging swiftly categorizes and identifies interconnected data, facilitating efficient sorting. Automatically generated recommendations keep you well-informed about crucial advancements within your portfolio, ensuring effortless awareness of important updates.

Navigate Effortlessly: Advanced search and filtering capabilities empower your teams to quickly find relevant information. Customize filters that align with your preferences and access key information with just a few clicks.
Analyze


Understand Dependencies: Gain insight into the interplay between innovation projects and associated trends, technologies, startups, and strategic focus areas. This enables you to swiftly grasp dependencies and potential opportunities, driving the acceleration and enhancement of project ROI.

Align

**Portfolio Dashboards for Clarity:** Comprehensive visual overviews of your entire portfolio with dashboards, allowing you to make informed decisions at a glance. From resource allocation to risk assessment, drive efficiency, and align with your objectives.

**Shared Meaningful Perspectives:** Leverage visualizations such as Kanban Boards, Matrix, and Roadmaps to transparently communicate progress and insights. With saved filters, swiftly share meaningful perspectives to ensure alignment among all stakeholders.

**Collaborative Evaluation:** Enhance alignment and decision-making by collaboratively assessing projects and programs to determine priorities and areas for deprioritization.
Steer

Navigate with Precision: Efficiently plan, map, and monitor innovation initiative progress, ensuring that your entire team stays on the path to success. Identify dependencies between tasks, enabling you to proactively address potential bottlenecks. Utilize milestones to meticulously plan projects and to effectively track and report your progress towards key objectives.

Critical Path Analysis: Visualize the sequence of tasks and activities within a project or initiative that are essential for its successful completion within the specified time frame. Understand what factors affect progress so that your company can synchronize and optimize execution.

Phase-gate Workflows: Guide growth initiatives through clear phases, ensuring the right resources and smart decisions at each step. Use a structured approach to assess projects, find obstacles, and allocate resources wisely.
Report

Report with Clarity: Comprehensive visual overviews allow you to make informed decisions at a glance. Use dashboards to focus on the metrics that matter most to your strategic goals.

Data-Driven Decision-Making: Compile and analyze Key Performance Indicators across projects, portfolios, and initiatives, providing you with a holistic understanding of your innovation landscape's health and progress. With KPI aggregation, you gain the ability to steer your portfolio and ensure every move is backed by actionable intelligence.

Drive Stakeholder Support: Establish transparency and gain stakeholder support. Make the Roadmap your organization's convergence point for current growth initiatives. Provide boardroom-ready views straight from the software, to keep your stakeholders informed and get their endorsement.
Let’s talk about getting you started quickly. Here are some inspiring best practices for Portfolio Management.

- **Strategic Portfolio Management: A Complete Guide**
  - 12 Aug 23 | 10 mins read

- **The 3 Biggest Challenges in Portfolio Management (and How to Solve Them)**
  - 14 Jul 23 | 8 mins read

- **The 5 Critical Steps to Successfully Implement Innovation Software**
  - 17 May 23 | 9 mins read
Use cases for ITONICS Portfolio

- Establish a strong innovation pipeline while maintaining a profitable core business.
- Conduct gap analysis to plan capacities in your organization.
- Aggregate the budgetary information and KPIs of your innovation projects.
- Supervise the implementation of tasks and know whether your company's timeline commitments can be met.
- Integrate innovation projects to plan capacities and allocate resources.
- Expand innovation beyond the R&D department by enabling cross-departmental collaboration.
ITONICS is a leading SaaS provider of systematic innovation management. The ITONICS Innovation OS combined with a systematic framework to steer innovation efforts helps companies to identify emerging technologies, trends, and market potential and to translate them into customized growth strategies.

With more than 150 experts worldwide, we support innovation leaders such as adidas, AUDI, BMW, CISCO, Intel, Johnson & Johnson, and KPMG.

Discover more at www.itonics-innovation.com